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Pedro Pietri’s and Kamau Brathwaite’s poems suggest that a 
transnational and translingual comparative approach to Caribbean 
literature will highlight similarities across nationalities born of 
parallel colonial histories and emigration experiences. While 
the texts themselves might not articulate a transnational or 
translingual perspective, their intertextuality suggests that such a 
relationship exists. This paper will focus explicitly on how history, 
language, and religion play out within poems about the emigrant 
experience in the metropolis. I will argue that colonialism and 
the transnational movement from the Caribbean to urban centers 
have fostered similar emigrant experience even among colonial 
subjects with different national identities. [Key words: Latino 
Literature, West Indian Literature, American Literature, English 
Literature, Literary History and Criticism]

abstract



 and Kamau 
Brathwaite, a Barbadian poet who studied in England, are two influential Caribbean 
poets with very distinct backgrounds.1 Despite these differences, there are notable 
similarities in their treatment of the emigrant experience in Brathwaite’s “Islands 
and Exiles,” a three part poem in “Rights of Passage” (1967),2 and Pietri’s “Puerto 
Rican Obituary” (1973).3 By reading these two texts comparatively, one recognizes 
the elements of a distinctly Caribbean poetics. This poetics is shaped not only 
by parallel relationships to the colonial histories, religions, and languages of the 
Caribbean, but also by congruent lived experiences of emigration and exile. In their 
poems, Brathwaite and Pietri articulate the experience of exiles who face exterior 
pressures and prejudices which in turn create internal community struggles. In the 
end, both poets suggest that emigrants must look to the Caribbean for the sense of 
self, strength, and community that has been lost in this new land. A complete return 
to the past is of course impossible, but a rejection of that past will almost certainly 
lead to a spiritual death. 

Before turning to the works of Brathwaite and Pietri, it is useful to consider 
how Caribbean literature has been studied and how Caribbean history has helped 
shape the culture and cultural production of the region. There are many challenges 
to studying the Caribbean as a congruent though complex whole. Mark Kurlansky 
describes the composition of the Caribbean in 1992:

What emerges from these considerations is a region of sixteen independent 
countries, three French départements, five British colonies in varying degrees of 
autonomy, a U.S. commonwealth, and a U.S. territory, and six semiautonomous 
members of the Kingdom of the Netherlands. (1992: xii)

These varying political histories, nations, and languages are three obvious reasons to 
be suspicious of an all-encompassing “Caribbean Poetics.” However, Silvio Torres-
Saillant challenges this skepticism; citing the Western canon as a useful counter 
example, he asserts,

Like the Caribbean, the West serves as an arena for various political realities, 
separate religious traumas, different cultural mythologies, diverse languages, and 
many distinct national histories...What is there in common between Ireland, Italy, 
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and Germany, one might ask? Yet who would begrudge the likes of William Butler 
Yeats, Salvatore Quasimodo, and Rainer Maria Rilke the right to sit together at the 
common table of European literature. (1997: 14)

Similarly, an argument can be made that writers from various Caribbean nations 
while informed by distinct national histories, are also informed by the larger geopolitical 
and sociohistorical realities that can be applied to the Caribbean as a whole. 

In addition, this more transnational approach to the study of literature also allows 
us to consider the role emigration plays on the cultural history of a nation or region. 
This is especially useful when considering poets like Pietri whose place in Puerto 
Rican literary history has been a contested one. As a poet who grew up in New 
York City and wrote predominately in English, he stands apart from Puerto Rican 
poets who grew up in Puerto Rico and wrote in Spanish. However, critics like Efraín 
Barradas and Juan Flores have articulated Pietri’s role within the literary canons 
of both Puerto Rico and the United States.4 Barradas suggests that shared cultural 
history, as opposed to shared language, should be used to define the corpus of Puerto 
Rican letters:

Si aceptamos el devenir histórico como la base esencial de la definición de lo que 
pertenece a nuestra cultura, entonces la experiencia, ya más que centenaria, de la 
emigración a los Estados Unidos sería parte de nuestra historia. Al incluirse esa 
experiencia se incluiría, por peso de la lógica más elemental, la literatura producida 
por nuestro compatriotas en el exilio como parte de nuestro patrimonio cultural. 
(1998: 27)

Here he asserts that the history of emigration from Puerto Rico to the United States 
and back is a critical aspect of Puerto Rican cultural history, and therefore those 
who have migrated have a role to play as part of the literary history of the island. 
Like Barradas, I consider Pietri a Puerto Rican poet, and by extension a Caribbean 
poet. Indeed, both Pietri’s and Brathwaite’s works consider not only the cultural 
histories of specific places (Puerto Rico, Barbados, New York, London), but also the 
process of migration from the Caribbean and back, as well as the realities Caribbean 
emigrants face when they migrate. By examining how Pietri and Brathwaite address 
salient themes in Caribbean literature such as migration, history, and language, I 
hope to show that these are elements that can best be understood within the context 
of an overarching Caribbean poetics. 

Throughout the Caribbean, the legacies of genocide and slavery have had a 
lasting impact on the cultures of the region. The arrival of Christopher Columbus 
in 1492 and the subsequent arrival of other Europeans led to the genocide of 
the indigenous communities on the islands, leaving only a small trace of those 
indigenous cultures (Kurlansky 1992: 9). Over time, the region became the center 
of sugar production that depended on the work of slaves and later on the work of 
indentured servants. In the 1940’s, Paul Blanchard wrote, “Sugar and slavery have 
been the two central factors in Caribbean history. Sugar, bananas, tourists, and 
military bases are the central factors today” (1947: 8). This political assessment 
demonstrates that the Caribbean has historically been linked to foreign interests 
which have affected not only the political and economic climate of the region, but 
the cultural development as well.
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Culturally, this region has been shaped by the influence of British, French, Dutch, 
Spanish, and American interests. In addition, the traces of both indigenous culture and 
the cultures of African slaves have contributed to the development of the cultures of 
the islands. Kurlansky describes the unifying forces of the region in this way:

They all have in common a history of such savage greed and brutality that Caribbeans 
can barely speak of it, an Afro-Asian-European-American culture of its own 
invention, and the dream that five centuries after the slaughter began, they will take 
their place at last in the world, finding a niche in which they can prosper. (1992: xii)

The “culture of its own invention” that Kurlansky describes is not a homogeneous 
one, instead it is a heterogeneous culture that has developed in the face of similar 
historical, geopolitical, and environmental conditions. As Torres-Saillant describes it:

A Caribbean culture does exist, and it is autochthonous, vibrant, and original. But 
that originality comes essentially from two forces: syncretism and creolization. 
Syncretism describes the process whereby all incoming elements have experienced 
an absolute fusion. Creolization, in its turn, speaks of the effective nativization of all 
tributary traditions that have come into the Antillean archipelago and have shaped 
the Caribbean experience since 1492. (1997: 288)

This new culture manifests itself in various ways. The English, French, and Spanish 
languages have undergone nativizations in the Caribbean where Creoles and dialects 
have become the lingua franca in many of the separate Caribbean countries. As 
Antonio Benitez Rojo describes:

The Caribbean space, remember, is saturated with messages—“language games,” 
Lyotard would call them—sent out in five European languages (Spanish, English, 
French, Dutch, and Portuguese), not counting aboriginal languages which, together 
with local dialects (Surinamtongo, Papiamento, Créole, etc.), complicate enormously 
any communication from one extreme of the ambit to another. (1996: 2)

 Similarly, folkloric and popular music have been shaped by the syncretism of 
musical influences including, for example, the use of Indigenous instruments made 
of gourds, the African drums, and Spanish guitars. Besides music, religious practice 
has undergone a process of syncretism as well. Hatian Voudou, Puerto Rican 
Espiritismo, Cuban Santería, and Afro-Caribbean Obeah are all examples of the 
syncretic religions and spiritual practice formed from a melding of European and 
African religious beliefs and practices (Torres-Saillant 1997: 82–8).

Considering the myriad of influences on the cultural production emerging from 
the Caribbean, Torres-Saillant identifies three elements that he proposes are 
central to articulating and understanding a Caribbean poetics: history, language, 
and religion. While these three themes are useful in examining Brathwaite’s and 
Pietri’s poems, the intertextuality found between these works is derived from the 
congruent experience of migration and exile. While Torres-Saillant acknowledges 
that “Exile was and still is a constant element of the Caribbean experience” (1997: 
25), his comparative study does not focus specifically on literature regarding exile. 
Therefore, this central element in both Brathwaite and Pietri’s work is ripe for closer 
consideration. I will argue that it is in this migration that the similarities between 
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Caribbean nations become especially apparent due to the similar struggles and 
oppression faced by emigrants in their new lands. 

I WILL ARGUE THAT IT IS 
IN THIS MIGRATION THAT 
THE SIMILARITIES BETWEEN 
CARIBBEAN NATIONS BECOME 
ESPECIALLY APPARENT DUE 
TO THE SIMILAR STRUGGLES 
AND OPPRESSION FACED BY 
EMIGRANTS IN THEIR  
NEW LANDS. 

In their poems, Brathwaite and Pietri suggest that the emigrants choose to 
live in the metropolis because of their need for work. While economic hardship 
is a common reason for all immigration, the colonial relationship the West 
Indies and Puerto Rico have with England and the United States respectively 
impacts the manner in which emigration takes place. Understanding the factors 
which led to mass migration during the post-war period is essential in order 
to appropriately contextualize Brathwaite’s and Pietri’s works. Puerto Ricans 
were granted United States citizenship under the Jones Act in 1917, well before 
WWII (Allaston 2007: 133). While there was some migration to the United 
States after that, it wasn’t until after World War II that the “Great Migration” 
brought millions of Puerto Ricans to the mainland, and particularly to New 
York City: “In the 1940s and 1950s the great majority of Caribbean migrants 
were Puerto Ricans recruited for low-wage jobs in the post-war expansion of 
the competitive capitalist manufacturing service industries in New York City” 
(Grosfoguel 2003: 133). There was a rise of Caribbean migration to Britain 
during WWII when West Indian colonial subjects were recruited to help with 
British war efforts. During the post-war period, those recruits stayed, and 
other colonial subjects were attracted to Britain because of an increase in job 
opportunities, coupled with the lack of restrictions placed on them as subjects 
of the crown (Layton-Henry 1982: 16–20). For both communities, migration 
was encouraged by the poor economic situation in the Caribbean as well as 
the American and British need for cheap labor during the industrial boom that 
followed the war. 

Brathwaite’s poem, “Calypso,” the first in the “Islands and Exiles” series, 
begins in the Caribbean before the moment of migration. After describing 
the culture, rhythms, and colloquial language of the region, the tone of the 
poem shifts:
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o the boss gave our Johnny the sack 
though we beg him please 
please to take ‘im back 
so the boy now migratin’ overseas... (1973: 49–51)

Like so many Caribbean men, Johnny will have to look for work overseas in the “frozen 
Nawth” of the empire. Pietri’s poem, “Puerto Rican Obituary,” on the other hand, begins 
in the United States. There is no discussion of Puerto Rico, or why Puerto Ricans migrated 
in the first place. However, from the start of the poem it is clear that whether working was 
the original intention or not, Puerto Ricans are in the United States to work:

They worked 
They were always on time 
They were never late 
They never spoke back 
when they were insulted 
They worked 
They never took days off 
that were not on the calendar 
They never went on strike  
without permission 
They worked 
ten days a week 
and were only paid for five 
They worked  
They worked 
They worked 
and they died (1977: 116)

Pietri’s emphatic opening indicates that the primary function of all Puerto Ricans 
in the United States is to work and to die. His characterization of Puerto Rican 
workers is one that resembles a type of indentured servitude; Puerto Ricans were 
recruited to work, but only in order to serve the capitalist interest of the United 
States. Over time, what these workers find is that regardless of how much they work, 
they will only manage to subsist, never to prosper. As William Luis notes, 

The repetition of the verbs worked and died is important in the poem. Pietri takes two 
diametrically opposed concepts and brings them together to explain the lives of his 
characters. Under other circumstances work leads to prosperity, but for Puerto Rican 
immigrants, work leads to death. (1997: 47) 

The fact that work does not lead to prosperity is a reality both Pietri and Brathwaite 
examine. As citizens or subjects of the crown, Puerto Ricans and West Indians had 
legal rights to emigrate to the United States and Britain. Those rights, and the fact 
that they were filling a need for labor, suggested that moving to these countries would 
provide opportunities for them to prosper.5 Unlike other immigrants, whose nations 
were not linked to the United States or Britain in a colonial relationship, Caribbean 
emigrants had a reason to believe their legal status would allow for integration or 
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at least acceptance in their new land. What they found instead fell far short of any 
expectations they might have had. The legacies of colonialism and slavery helped shape 
racist and xenophobic ideologies in the United States and Britain that would often 
trump the legal rights to equal opportunities the emigrants had. Through migration, 
emigrants came face to face with the fact that the dominant cultures in the countries 
that exerted political and economic control over their colonized nations saw their 
people as little more than cheap labor. 

After emigrating, the first obstacle these emigrants face is anonymity. In “The 
Emigrants,” the second poem in “Islands and Exiles,” Brathwaite’s emigrants are no 
longer in the Caribbean but throughout Europe and the Americas, 

So you have seen them  
with their cardboard grips, 
felt hats, rain- 
cloaks, the women 
with their plain 
or purple tinted 
coats hiding their fatten- 
ed hips. 
 
These are The Emigrants (1973: 51)

Where they were once individuals with specific names, identities, and cultures, 
they now become unknown characters lumped together as just, “The Emigrants.” 
Similarly, in Pietri’s poem the Puerto Ricans of the poem are initially identified as 
“They.” Even when they are given names, “Juan, Miguel, Milagros, Olga, Manuel,” 
the names represent not individuals, but archetypes for all Puerto Ricans in New 
York City who “all died yesterday today / and will die again tomorrow” (Pietri 1977: 
118). The fact that they will all die and continue dying suggests again that they are just 
numbers, not real human beings. Brathwaite goes on to tie this anonymity explicitly 
to the condition of the metropolis: “The city is so vast / its ears have ceased to know 
/ a simple human sound” (1973: 54). The move from the agricultural communities in 
the Caribbean to the vast industrialized cities causes a rupture in the humanity of the 
emigrants. They can no longer be heard, and are in essence lost to the metropolis.

Metropolitan concerns quickly become paramount, creating internal struggles 
within the community in response to the external capitalist pressures. Individualism 
becomes a central feature for survival in the new land. Both Brathwaite and Pietri 
note that instead of resisting the exploitation against their communities, individuals 
turn on each other in search of their own personal survival or prosperity. In “The 
Emigrants,” Brathwaite articulates this phenomenon:

Where do they go? 
They do not know. 
Seeking a job     
they settle for the very best  
the agent has to offer: 
jabbing a neighbour 
out of work for four bob 
less a week. (1973: 51–2) 



Instead of unifying to advocate a collective improvement among neighbors, Brathwaite’s 
characters take a neighbor’s job to save themselves. Pietri identifies a similar breakdown 
of community: “Milagros / died hating Olga because Olga / made five dollars more on the 
same job” (1977: 134). Again, instead of seeing the system as oppressive, Milagros resents 
Olga for the menial success she has achieved at earning more. 

Despite an initial sense of anonymity, there are attempts made to belong or at 
least to engage with the dominant culture. In both cases these desires are met with 
suspicion, disdain, or prejudice. In Brathwaite’s poem the emigrants find that,

The men who lever ale 
in stuffy Woodbine pubs 
don’t like us much. 
No drinks there soon. (1973: 55)

Pubs, like tea, are a staple of what is considered English culture. The description of 
the pub as “stuffy” suggests that even before the emigrants enter, they know they will 
not quite belong. It is significant that the bartenders “don’t like us much,” because 
the “us” suggests that to the bartenders, and by extension to the English in general, 
all emigrants are emblematic of a problematic whole. This example shows how a 
Barbadian emigrant, born a British subject, is not welcome or allowed to participate 
in Britain’s popular culture. This implies that West Indian emigrants are branded as 
“other” regardless of their legal status as subjects of the crown.

The Puerto Ricans in Pietri’s poem do not want merely to participate on the 
periphery of the dominant culture, they dream of entering it completely,

Dreaming about queens 
Cleancut lilywhite neighborhood 
Puerto Ricanless scene 
Thirty thousand dollar home 
The first spics on the block 
Proud to belong to a community  
of gringos who want them lynched  
Proud to be a long distance away 
from the sacred phrase: Qué Pasa (1977: 124)

Pietri’s tone indicates his disdain for the Puerto Ricans who want to turn their backs 
on their national community and their language, for a community that does not 
want them. Not only does Pietri see this assimilation as an impossibility since the 
gringos “want them lynched,” but also as something entirely undesirable. As Flores 
asserts, “In these poems, Pedro Pietri is totally scornful of every sign and symbol of 
the ‘land of opportunity’ and has no mind to contribute affirmatively to the cultural 
‘enrichment’ of the United States” (1993: 134).

Through interactions with the dominant culture the emigrants begin to recognize 
the role racial prejudice and language prejudice will play in their lives:

And coming down the Bellvueplatz 
a bow-legged workman 
said: This country’s getting pretty flat 
with negres en Switzerland. (Brathwaite 1973: 55)
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for the lowest wages of the ages 
and rages when you demand a raise  
because is against the company policy  
to promote SPICS SPICS SPICS (Pietri 1977: 132)

In both cases, the individuals are not seen as individuals, or as belonging to a rich 
cultural history, they are degraded and called “negres” and “spics.” Pietri addresses 
these themes of work and racism in other poems as well. In “Broken English Dream” 
Pietri lists commands directed at a Puerto Rican worker. Each command begins 
“spic,” reminding readers that once in the metropolis Puerto Ricans lose their 
individuality. The long list ends with the command, 

Spic say goodnight  
to your employer he is 
exhausted from looking  
at you work so hard (1977: 40)

Pietri again highlights the exploitation that welcomes new Puerto Rican emigrants. 
They come to work and for their work they are paid with racist sentiments and disdain.

The use of the term “spic” in Pietri’s poems and “negres” in Brathwaite’s poem 
also indicates that race is a central theme and highlights an important difference 
between Caribbean emigrants and other, white, European immigrants. Even if 
Caribbean emigrants speak the colonial language as it is spoken in the U.S. or in 
Britain, their phenotype will potentially identify them as an “other.” Due to this, for 
Puerto Ricans in New York as for West Indians in Britain, racial prejudice has been 
a significant barrier to their prosperity (Gilroy 1987: 62; Flores 2000: 9–11).6 

The role of language in the poems and in the Caribbean emigrant’s experience is 
a complicated one. There are several things at stake when it comes to any discussion 
of language in the Caribbean. As we have already seen, once in the states, Puerto 
Ricans must learn English in order to participate within the dominant culture. To 
complicate matters, Puerto Ricans are saddled with two colonial languages: English 
and Spanish. Even pride in speaking Spanish is the pride of a previous colonial rule. 
Similarly, West Indians from the British colonies are taught to speak, read, and write 
in English. According to Torres-Saillant, this dependence on the colonial language 
for lack of an indigenous tongue is unique to the Caribbean:

The Caribbean nations, contrary to their Asian and African counterparts, cannot 
boast of indigenous languages with literatures that date back to pre-Columbian 
times...both Nigerian and Indian novelists, educated in a European language, can 
conceivably choose the tongue in which to write their novels. Even if not always 
practical, they could possibly opt to write in their native languages...But Caribbean 
writers do not have such an option. They cannot regard the European tongue as a 
second language. (1997: 78)

Even with these formidable constraints, Caribbeans have found ways to nativize their 
language. As Brathwaite has written, “it was in language that the slave was perhaps 
most successfully imprisoned by his master, and it was in his (mis-)use of it that 
he perhaps most effectively rebelled” (1971: 31). The “misuse” of language became, 
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over time, the appropriation of language and the creation of new forms of expression. 
Throughout the Caribbean, the dominant European languages have undergone processes 
of creolization.7 Even in the Hispanophone Caribbean, where Spanish has arguably 
undergone the least amount of change, scholars have acknowledged that Caribbean 
Spanish is in fact different from the Spanish spoken in Spain and Latin America:

The phonology of Caribbean Spanish and that of other coastal areas are direct 
descendants of the pronunciations brought to Caribbean ports by Spanish sailors 
and colonizers from the ports of southern Spain and the Canary Islands in the late 
fifteenth to nineteenth centuries...Add to this picture several centuries of an intense 
African salve presence in the coastal/lowland area... (Zentella 2002: 325)

On other islands, the evolution of Haitian Creole, West Indian dialects, and Papiamento 
are examples of full linguistic systems which have emerged through creolization.

The importance and relevance of language takes on new significance when 
Caribbeans leave the Islands for the metropolis. It is in the process of emigration, 
of becoming a minority among the dominant colonial culture and language, that 
the difference in language becomes most apparent. The native languages of their 
Caribbean homes, nativized Spanish or English, can become either a symbol of 
pride or a mark of shame. For the emigrant who wants to display cultural pride, the 
nativized language is a symbol of his or her rich Caribbean culture. For the emigrant 
who wants to assimilate and be integrated into the dominant culture, the nativized 
language is a mark of otherness and a barrier stopping the emigrant from reaching his 
or her goal. 

THE NATIVE LANGUAGES OF 
THEIR CARIBBEAN HOMES, 
NATIVIZED SPANISH OR ENGLISH, 
CAN BECOME EITHER A SYMBOL 
OF PRIDE OR A MARK OF SHAME.

Besides the nativized language emigrants bring to the metropolis, many 
emigrants develop the ability to code-switch. “Code switching (or switching) 
refers to the interlingual capacity to shift in and between two or more language 
communities” (Allaston 2007: 73). As Zentella notes, “In the United States, 
Latin@ bilinguals often blur the boundaries between Spanish and English to 
facilitate the adoption of new words and ways of speaking that reflect new 
ethnic and racial identities” (2002: 322). This ability to communicate in multiple 
languages is both an act of assimilation (learning the new language) and one of 
resistance (maintaining one’s own language). Code-switching also potentially 
helps cultivate new bilingual communities whose communication relies on 
members with a mastery of the codes being employed. 

Brathwaite and both Pietri explore how the complexities of their nativized 
languages manifest themselves in exile. Brathwaite writes:
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Once when we went to Europe, a rich old lady asked: 
Have you no language of your own 
no way of doing things 
did you spend all those holidays  
at England’s apron strings? (1973: 55)

The rich old lady articulates how the empire perceives the colonies; the West Indies 
are seen as cultureless and without a distinct language. This echoes the scholarly argument 
that Caribbean cultural production is merely an extension of the European literary tradition 
since it relies on the use of European languages. This view is of course short sighted, 
and Brathwaite’s treatment of the cadence and sound of Caribbean speech in “Calypso” 
suggests the emigrants do have their own language and their own way of “doing things:”

Steel drum steel drum 
hit the hot calypso dancing 
hot rum hot rum 
who goin’ stop this bacchanalling? (1973: 49)

The repetition of steel drum and hot rum along with the use of rhyme (dancing and 
bacchanalling) create a rhythm that emulates the sounds of calypso. The speech 
and dance represented here are Caribbean, thus embodying an amalgamation of 
various influences. The Caribbean steel drums, hot rum, and clipped language (goin’) 
are combined with a reference to the ancient Roman festival in honor of Bacchus. 
The revelry associated with that ancient festival takes on new meaning and new 
forms within the Caribbean context. The Romans who celebrated the festival did 
not dance to the calypso rhythms of the steel drums, but in the Caribbean, various 
cultural elements are constantly absorbed while creating new cultural traditions. This 
kind of syncretism is a natural part of everyday Caribbean life.

Pietri’s text also grapples with the role language plays in the Puerto Rican community 
now residing in the United States. Much like the emigrant in Brathwaite’s poem who 
encounters the rich lady who privileges the Queen’s English, the Puerto Ricans in Pietri’s 
poem encounter a mainstream media that also privileges the dominant language:

They were trained to turn 
the other cheek by newspapers 
that misspelled mispronounced 
and misunderstood their names (1977: 126)

The media has no respect for their names because they are Spanish surnames and 
therefore inferior. Still, the dominant culture insists they assimilate, and learn 
English, a practice Pietri rails against:

They are dead 
and will not return from the dead 
until they stop neglecting 
the art of their dialogue 
for broken English lessons (1977: 132)
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Pietri also highlights his suspicion of English language acquisition in his poem, “Tata:”

Mi abuela 
has been  
in this dept store 
called america 
for the past twenty-five years 
She is eighty-five years old 
and does not speak 
a word of english 
 
That is intelligence (1977: 14) 

In both poems, privileging English is criticized as either unintelligent or, more 
ominously, as synonymous with being dead. The irony of course is that “Puerto 
Rican Obituary” is predominantly written in English and “Tata” is entirely 
written in English. The fact that Pietri must use English to critique English 
suggests that English itself is not the entire problem, but that neglecting their 
dialogue is what is at stake. In the context of the United States, Puerto Ricans 
code-switch, allowing for a new dialog based on Spanglish, a combination of 
both languages. Pietri’s call for dialog in “Puerto Rican Obituary” embraces this 
kind of code-switching especially if it supports communication and unity among 
Puerto Ricans. He advocates a turn inward in response to the external prejudices 
they face as emigrants. That inward turn will, he suggests, result in a newfound 
strength and life. In essence he wants Juan, Miguel, Milagros, Olga, and Manuel 
no longer to be “Proud to be a long distance away / from the sacred phrase: Qué 
Pasa.” 

THE IRONY OF COURSE IS THAT 
“PUERTO RICAN OBITUARY” IS 
PREDOMINANTLY WRITTEN IN 
ENGLISH AND “TATA” IS ENTIRELY 
WRITTEN IN ENGLISH.

In the face of racial and linguistic discrimination, the emigrants in these poems 
eventually seek out coping mechanisms and community. Religion emerges as a 
potentially significant influence in their emigrant experience. While this turn to 
religion might be seen as the turn inward Pietri has advocated for, the reality once 
again falls short of any true spirituality. In “The Emigrants,” Brathwaite describes 
how the “chaps who drive the City busses / don’t like us clipping for them much,” or 
how “The women who come down / to open doors a crack / will sometimes crack / 
your fingers.” In the face of this disregard, the speaker asks, “So what to do, man?” 
and goes on to answer his own question with more questions:
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...Call  
You’self X 
 
wear a beard 
and a turban 
washing your tur- 
bulent sex 
 
about six 
times a day: 
going Muslim? 
Black as God 
 
brown is good 
white as sin? 
An’ doan forget Jimmy Baldwin 
an’ Martin Luther King... (1973: 56)

Immediately the colloquial tone is evident. The use of “You’self,” “an’,” and “doan” 
indicate that the speaker is communicating with the inflections of the Caribbean. 
The short lines highlight a sense of urgency and frustration which arise in the search 
for answers. The somewhat flippant tone seems to indicate that none of the options 
are particularly gratifying to the speaker. The suggestion is that perhaps becoming 
Muslim could improve one’s situation. “Black as God // brown is good,” seems 
promising, but the final turn, “white as sin?” ends with a question mark, indicating 
a skepticism as to whether anything that has just been said is actually true. The last 
two lines reference two influential members of the black community of the United 
States, James Baldwin and Martin Luther King. The reference to Baldwin in this 
context brings to mind his essay, “Down at the Cross,” published in the 1960’s. 
Sheldon Binn (1963) summarizes Baldwin’s message:

Muhammad, he [Baldwin] says, has been able to do what generations of welfare 
workers and committees and resolutions and reports and housing projects and 
playgrounds have failed to do: “To heal and redeem drunkards and junkies, to convert 
people who have come out of prison and keep them out, to make men chaste and 
women virtuous. . .” How? By telling the Negroes that God is black, that all black men 
belong to Islam, that they have been chosen. This is a dream that thousands carry 
away after they have heard the Muslim minister. (par. 20)

In “The Emigrants,” Baldwin represents a figure who has embraced the Nation of 
Islam, even if he sometimes questions some of its teachings.8 Martin Luther King Jr., 
on the other hand, was a Baptist minister, and in the context of this poem represents 
the other spiritual option for black emigrants, Christianity.9 

In response to being rejected by the dominant culture, the emigrants look for 
solace in religion and throw out some names of figures they associate with the 
prominent religions of the time. However, these names are almost afterthoughts. 
Despite the attempts of the Nation of Islam and Christian churches to support the 
black community, Brathwaite’s poem suggests that there is no real resolution for the 
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emigrants. These turns to religion do not address the hardships and daily prejudices 
they face. Neither the Nation of Islam, Baldwin, or King are providing a more 
prosperous or less subjugated daily life for the emigrants. 

As if to reinforce this lack of resolution, immediately after mentioning Dr. King, 
“The Emigrants” ends with a haunting couplet, “Our colour beats a restless drum 
/ but only the bitter come” (Brathwaite 1973: 56). Their colour, the symbol of their 
otherness, is the sound that continues to resonate. The restlessness is the search for 
answers and the search for the heat that comes when creating music or dancing to its 
rhythms. Meaning and heat are never found though. Instead what comes is their own 
bitterness, the bitterness they find among each other, the bitterness of those who 
degrade them, and the bitter cold of the “Nawth.” 

Pietri is similarly suspicious of organized religion. A large portion of “Puerto 
Rican Obituary” focuses on the shortcomings of the church. Lines like, “If only 
they / had used the white supremacy bibles / for toilet paper purposes,” highlight 
how Pietri sees the church as an oppressive force in the Puerto Rican community. 
He criticizes the church for taking money from the poor, without doing anything 
to improve their conditions:

Practicing a religion without a roof 
The old testament 
The new testament 
according to the gospel 
of the internal revenue 
the judge and jury and executioner 
protector and eternal bill collector (Pietri 1977: 130)

Viewed within the context of history, Pietri’s criticisms are not far from the truth. 
European Christianity (much like European language) was imposed on African slaves, 
and resulted in the erosion of their original spiritual customs. As Torres-Saillant 
characterizes it: 

Europeans brought with them not only swords and guns but also Bibles when they 
came to the region starting in the fifteenth century. The pacification of the native 
population entailed their cruel Christianization. Domestication of the African slaves 
also required Christian indoctrination. (1997: 88) 

Contemporary Christianity, as Pietri characterizes it, does little more than continue 
to subjugate people as it did when it first arrived in the Americas.

Christianity though is not the only spiritual practice found in Pietri’s work. He 
also alludes to Espiritismo, the syncretic religion which emerged in Puerto Rico 
after the conquest. As Torres-Saillant has said, Christianity was forced on the native 
populations and African slaves, but that does not mean that their own spiritual 
traditions were lost entirely:

Usually in secret, since the Christian authorities invariably forbade the practice 
of “paganism,” the colonized resorted to their own spiritual tradition in order 
to cope with the burden of their subjection. Their necessary reliance on diverse 
spiritual sources resulted in syncretic forms of religious expression whose texture is 
consistent with the discrete sociohistorical context of the Caribbean. (1977: 88)
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Pietri acknowledges the presence of these spiritual practices in the Puerto Rican 
community when he writes:

It’s time  
to visit sister lópez again 
the number one healer 
and fortune card dealer 
in Spanish Harlem (1977: 128)

However, Pietri shows how even this, the religion of the people, has been corrupted 
by their experiences in the United States. At Sister López’s the Puerto Ricans seek 
out the spirits of their dead relatives, saying, “Those who love you want to know 
/ the correct number to play / Let them know this right away” (1977: 128). Luis 
characterizes this search for the winning lottery numbers as a sign of the loss of 
Puerto Rican values in Pietri’s characters. He argues,

But rather than pay their traditional respects to the newly departed, they have come 
for financial rewards...Pietri ridicules those who have lost their sense of Puerto Rican 
cultural values and who place those of Anglo-American society, namely money, above 
everything else. (1997: 49)

What comes across in Brathwaite and Pietri’s work is that turning to organized religion 
is not enough. These religions will not end the prejudice and hardship faced, nor will 
they provide spiritual guidance and freedom when corrupted by capitalist ideals.

In many ways, both poems are ultimately meditations on the struggles and 
spiritual death of a people. The title alone indicates that “Puerto Rican Obituary” is 
concerned with this death and continual dying. Using Juan, Miguel, Milagros, Olga, 
and Manuel as archetypes, Pietri tells us: “They were born dead / and they died dead” 
(1977: 128). In addition, the constant repetition of the lines “all died yesterday today 
/ and will die again tomorrow,” reinforces this constant spiritual death among the 
disenfranchised. Brathwaite also alludes to this a type of loss:

an elevator sighs 
like Jews in Europe’s gasses 
 
then slides us swiftly  
down the ropes to hell. (1973: 54)

The reference to concentration camps and to hell evokes the darkness and 
hopelessness emigrants feel within this new land. The specific reference to the 
holocaust also suggests a parallel to that tragedy. Whereas Jews were killed because 
of their religion, the emigrants are spiritually killed because of their race. More 
ominously, the mention of “Jew in Europe’s gasses,” references the xenophobic 
and white supremacist ideologies responsible for the holocaust. The holocaust 
constitutes an extreme manifestation of these ideologies, but that extremity began 
as discrimination and branding of Jews as “others.” West Indian emigrants in Britain 
face similar brandings as “other” and as “inferior.” By referencing the holocaust 
in this poem, Brathwaite cautions against the potential dangers of this sort of 
discrimination. The reference also holds historical significance as well since many 
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West Indians were recruited to fight against the Nazis in WWII. Ironically, after 
fighting on behalf of Britain against the Nazis and their racist ideology, British 
subjects of West Indian descent found themselves facing racist discrimination in 
Britain. 

Brathwaite’s poem continues with a nostalgia and longing for the life before exile,

Where is the bell 
 
that used to warn us, 
playing cricket on thee beach, 
that it was mid-day: sun too hot 
 
for heads. And evening’s  
angelus of fish soup, 
prayers, bed? (1973: 54)

Like Milagros, who, “died dreaming about a trip to Puerto Rico” (Pietri 1977: 126), 
Brathwaite’s emigrants long for home and for the familiar. Home, it seems, is the 
only alternative to death. Particularly striking in this reflection is the mention of 
prayer. While organized religion in the metropolis provides no comfort to the 
emigrants, prayer within the Caribbean becomes a symbol of true spirituality, a daily 
act that fosters a spirituality linked to home and culture. In the Caribbean, there is 
no reference to church, to big name representatives of faith, or to visible markers 
of faith. The line, “prayers, bed,” indicates that prayer is intimate and personal, not 
corrupted as it is in the metropolis. 

BOTH POETS SUGGEST THAT 
A SPIRITUAL AND SOMETIMES 
PHYSICAL RETURN HOME CAN 
PROVIDE SOLACE FROM THE 
HARSHNESS OF EMIGRATION.

Despite charting the hardships and the struggles of emigrants in these poems, 
Brathwaite and Pietri end on a hopeful note. The Caribbean figures prominently 
in the end of “Islands and Exile” and “Puerto Rican Obituary.” Both poets suggest 
that a spiritual and sometimes physical return home can provide solace from the 
harshness of emigration. “South,” the final poem in Brathwaite’s “Islands and Exiles, 
” begins, “But today I recapture the islands’ / bright beaches.” A return to the 
warmth, the light, and the ocean promise a new life to any Caribbeans who are far 
from their homelands. The speaker explains that “We who are born of the ocean can 
never seek solace / in rivers: their flowing runs on like our longing.” The rivers here 
represent the speed of the cities, that same noisy rush that makes a cities ears’ cease 
“to know / a simple human sound.” Even though the rivers cannot provide solace 
themselves, the speaker realizes they can be used to return to the ocean:
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But today I would join you, traveling river, 
 
borne down the years of your patientest flowing, 
past pains that would wreck us, sorrows arrest us, 
hatred that washes us up on the flats; 
and moving on through the plains that receive us, 
processioned in tumult, come to the sea. (Brathwaite 1973: 57)

Brathwaite’s longer lines in this poem are lyrical and suggest a more contemplative 
tone. This is no longer the restless voice of the disenfranchised, but instead the pensive 
voice of one ready to face the challenges of the river. To emigrate, to travel away from 
home, need not mean the end of a life. The metropolis can potentially provide an 
appreciation for home and an impetus to return. Ultimately, for Brathwaite’s emigrants 
the journey that requires “pains that would wreck us” is a journey worth taking. 

The ending of “Puerto Rican Obituary” has a similar message. Pietri 
declares in capital letters: “PUERTO RICO IS A BEAUTIFUL PLACE 
/ PUERTORRIQUEÑOS ARE A BEAUTIFUL RACE” (1977: 136). The 
capitalization reinforces the urgency for a cultural and national pride within the 
empire. In the United States, ignoring cultural identity is to risk a loss of culture and 
community entirely. Pietri goes on to argue that if Juan, Miguel, Milagros, Olga, and 
Manuel, “had turned into their own imaginations,” had made “their latino souls / the 
only religion of their race,” had returned “to the definition of the sun / after the first 
mental snowstorm / on the summer of their senses,” or had “kept their eyes open / at 
the funeral of their fellow employees” (1977: 136, 138), then they would:

right now be doing their own thing 
where beautiful people sing 
and dance and work together 
where the wind is a stranger 
to miserable weather conditions 
where you do not need a dictionary 
to communicate with your people 
Aquí Se habla Español all the time 
Aquí you salute your flag first 
Aquí there are no dial soap commercials 
Aquí everybody smells good 
Aquí tv dinners do not have a future 
Aquí the men and women admire desire 
and never get tired of each other 
Aquí Qué Pasa Power is what’s happening 
Aquí to be called negrito 
means to be called LOVE (Pietri 1977: 138)

In the end of the poem Pietri folds history, religion, and language into a call for 
justice and beauty. As Victor Figueroa reminds us, “many of his [Pietri’s] poems were 
designed for public readings and performances: elements of a collective “call to arms” 
are often evident in them” (2008: 188). Furthermore, Figueroa notes, “There is a 
strong didactic element in his view of his role as a poet, and very often he humorously 
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assumed the persona of an itinerant preacher—in this case, a preacher of a Latino 
sense of worth” (2008: 192). Despite his rejection of organized religion, when Pietri 
recites his work, he takes on the role of Reverend or el Reverendo in order to spread 
a different truth to his people. Like Brathwaite’s turn to prayer, Pietri evokes a sense 
of a true spirituality that can be found in Latino souls that cherish their complex 
racial and cultural identity. 

DESPITE HIS REJECTION OF 
ORGANIZED RELIGION, WHEN 
PIETRI RECITES HIS WORK, 
HE TAKES ON THE ROLE OF 
REVEREND OR EL REVERENDO IN 
ORDER TO SPREAD A DIFFERENT 
TRUTH TO HIS PEOPLE.

The last two lines, “Aquí to be called negrito / means to be called LOVE,” 
embraces a love for Puerto Ricans’ African heritage, rejecting the discrimination not 
only Puerto Ricans but all people of African descent potentially face in the United 
States. Pietri also advocates once again for a creation of a place where language is not 
defined by English or Spanish, but by something in between. The use of Spanglish 
throughout the last eight statements reinforces this need for a bilingual space. 
Pietri’s is not a call for a physical return to Puerto Rico, per se, but instead he urges 
a creation of a space that honors the best of the Puerto Rican community, culture, 
and spirit even within the confines of the United States. The repetition of “aquí” 
or “here” is not meant to identify a specific geographical location. Instead, “aquí” 
signifies a place where all the conditions Pietri lists are fulfilled. Ultimately Pietri’s 
message is that “Puertorricaness” knows no geographical boundaries, but instead it 
can create and inhabit its own cultural space. 

A return “home” is of course an idealized proposition.10 For this reason, perhaps, 
Pietri does not suggest Puerto Ricans should physically return to the island. Even 
Brathwaite acknowledges that the physical return home is never as idyllic as one 
might want or expect. The series of poems after “Islands and Exiles,” titled, “The 
Return,” explores the complexities of returning home. While it is true that the south 
can provide some solace from the challenges of the “Nawth,” it is not without its own 
problems. The last lines of “Rights of Passage” are, tellingly, “There is no / turning 
back” (Brathwaite 1973: 85). Emigrants leave and return, but with each migration 
experiences of exile are transmitted to the Caribbean landscape. Caribbean culture 
cannot ignore the influence of the metropolis, not only because of its continued 
involvement in the region, but also because of the ongoing migration between the 
Caribbean and the colonizing nations by its own people. The relationship of movement 
has been established and there is indeed, “no / turning back” (Brathwaite 1973: 85).
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CARIBBEAN CULTURE CANNOT 
IGNORE THE INFLUENCE OF 
THE METROPOLIS, NOT ONLY 
BECAUSE OF ITS CONTINUED 
INVOLVEMENT IN THE REGION, 
BUT ALSO BECAUSE OF THE 
ONGOING MIGRATION BETWEEN 
THE CARIBBEAN AND THE 
COLONIZING NATIONS BY ITS 
OWN PEOPLE. 

Despite similarities in the articulation of the emigrant experience in these poems, 
there can still be resistance to reading them as embodying a Caribbean aesthetic. In 
part this is due to the fact that these works resist simple categorization. On the one 
hand, it is evident that the national, linguistic, and religious histories of Barbados 
and Puerto Rico have informed these works. On the other hand, the influence and 
presence of the empire is also central to the poems. If we consider Brathwaite’s 
“Calypso,” the references to musical traditions and speech patterns articulated are 
specifically West Indian. Does that make “Calypso” an example of Barbadian poetry? 
It may be read this way, but the pull of empire is what moves the work forward—
empire cannot be ignored. Similarly, Pietri employs a language of national pride along 
with the Spanish of Puerto Rico, identifying his poem as specifically Puerto Rican. 
However, most of the poem is written in English and is focused on the experiences 
of Puerto Ricans in New York City. Does that make “Puerto Rican Obituary” a 
North American poem? While the metropolis is central to the poem, the presence of 
the Caribbean is palpable and inescapable—it, too, cannot be ignored. 

These poems defy singular national or linguistic categorizations. When read 
together, the differences between the poems often pale in comparison to the 
intertextualities found between them. Brathwaite and Pietri, writing from different 
national perspectives, religious perspectives, and linguistic perspective, both capture 
elements that mark the realities of Caribbean emigrants in general. The poets 
articulate how in the process of emigration Caribbeans reevaluate their histories, 
their religious beliefs, and their languages as these elements of their identities are 
challenged and called into question by the dominant colonial culture. These poems 
also show how Caribbean poetics cannot be understood as referring only to works 
written in or about the Caribbean. Migration constitutes an essential element of 
Caribbean poetics. As Rob Jackaman has described:
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The mobility of the West Indian cultural community is also a factor to be set against 
the relatively static and rigid metropolitan Establishment in England: many Caribbean 
writers and preformance artists have moved regularly to and from Britain, and those 
born in Britain have looked back to their Caribbean or African cultural heritage to 
inform their British practice. (2003: 141–2)

Jackman’s observation highlights the fact that many Caribbeans move between 
cultures not as tourists, but as true emigrants invested in engaging with their new 
environments, even when that engagement is resisted by the dominant culture. This 
migration not only informs the cultural production of the emigrants themselves, but 
also potentially the cultural production coming out of the Caribbean itself. In this way, 
the process of creolization and syncretism does not end in the Caribbean. Instead, 
these migrations make it an ongoing process, a part of the larger Caribbean reality. 
For this reason, a Caribbean poetics must be understood not only in terms of the roles 
history, language, or religion play in a text, but also the role movement and migration 
can play. A transnational and translingual comparative approach to Caribbean texts of 
migration will bring to light the unmistakably syncretic and creolized Caribbean voice 
that echoes not only in the Caribbean but also throughout the world. 
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N O T E S
1 Pietri was born in 1944 in Ponce, Puerto Rico, and moved to New York when he was 
three years old. He was one of the early contributors to the Nuyorican Poets Café which 
was established in 1975. In 1969, he recited what would become his most well-known 
work, “Puerto Rican Obituary,” later published in 1973 (Márquez 2007: 357). Brathwaite 
was born in 1930 in Bridgetown, Barbados, and moved to England to study at Cambridge 
in 1949. He also lived in Ghana for several years, and his experiences in England and 
Ghana had a significant impact on his first three books of poetry, Rights of Passage (1967), 
Mask (1968), and Islands (1969). These three works would later be published together 
under the title, The Arrivants: A New World Trilogy (1973) (Williams 2004: xiii–xv; 
Brathwaite 1998: 117–9).
2 In an interview with Williams, Brathwaite has insisted that his works should be 
studied whole and insists, “But if you pick out any one poem—‘Red Rising’ or ‘Blue 
Loa’—you’re really destroying the organic structure of the whole and you’re missing 
the point of the life-force of the poem—its DNA...”(Williams 2004: 296). A more 
complete look at “Rights of Passage” would highlight other echoes with Pietri’s work. 
Unfortunately, such an in depth study is beyond the scope of this work. Therefore, I have 
focused on a section of “Rights of Passage” that most directly treats the subject matter as 
Pietri has in “Puerto Rican Obituary.”
3 While Puerto Rican Obituary was originally published in 1973 by Monthly Review 
Press, I will cite from the 1977 bilingual edition. 
4 See Barradas (1998) and Flores (1993).
5 Luis (1997: 48) also notes, “The false dreams of succeeding in North American 
society were created by rumors in Puerto Rico that depicted New York streets as being 
paved with gold and by television programs intended to appeal to mainstream Anglo-
Americans. Situation comedies such as My Three Sons, Ozzie and Harriet, and Leave it 
to Beaver portrayed stable white families in a suburban setting, a life foreign to Latinos 
and African Americans living in a suburban setting, a life foreign to Latinos and African 
Americans living in urban environments. Nevertheless, this is the reward or dream 
everyone who worked hard expected to obtain, including Juan, Miguel, Milagros, Olga, 
and Manuel.”
6 It is important to note that racial prejudice does not necessarily affect all emigrants 
from the Caribbean in the same ways nor to the same extent. Definitions of race in the 
Caribbean vary from country to country and are complicated when emigrants move to 
the United States or Britain where other definitions of race are in play. For example, 
some Puerto Ricans are racially “white” while others are racially “black” according to 
U.S. racial categories. Clearly these different racial distinctions can potentially change 
how individual Puerto Ricans are treated in the United States. It is beyond the scope of 
this paper to articulate distinctions between racial categories in Barbados and Puerto 
Rico, and the implication of those categories once they are in new North American or 
European contexts. However these differences must be noted as a significant factor in 
whether racism affects these different groups and in what ways they are affected.
7 “The scholarly data accumulated by linguists does provide ample evidence of the 
high degree of creolization undergone by Dutch, Spanish, English, and French in the 
Caribbean” (Torres-Saillant 1997: 78).
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8 While Baldwin clearly appreciates the empowering aspects of the Nation of Islam, 
he does highlight some its shortcomings in “Down at the Cross” as well. Clarke sites this 
passage as an example of Baldwin’s skeptical feelings towards some of the teachings of 
Black Muslim leader Elijah Muhammad: “I felt that I was back in my father’s house—as 
indeed, in a way, I was—and I told Elijah that I did not care if white and black people 
married and that I had many white friends. I would have no choice, if it came to it, but to 
perish with them, for (I said to myself, but not to Elijah) ‘I love a few people and they love 
me and some of them are white, and isn’t love more important than color?’ (qtd in Clarke)
9 Interestingly enough, Brathwaite’s speaker never mentions the Anglican Church, or 
the Church of England, is never mentioned, even though the Anglican church was the 
dominant church in the West Indies prior to Independence (Kurlansky 1992: 72). This 
highlights the strong influences the religious activities among African Americans in the 
United States had among West Indian populations in the United States and abroad.
10 Other Nuyorican poets including Miguel Piñero, Miguel Algarín, Tato Laviera, and 
Amina Muñoz have treated the subject of physically returning to Puerto Rico. As Eugene 
V. Mohr discusses, for many of these poets, the physical return to Puerto Rico often 
proved disappointing: “what most depressed Piñero and Algarín was not being accepted 
on the Island and not being able to identify with Island Puerto Ricans” (1982: 96).
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